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Supplement

Abstract

Elaboration

Hierarchically constructing micro (i.e., intra-sentence or
inter-sentence) discourse structure trees using explicit boundaries (e.g., sentence and paragraph boundaries) has been
proved to be an effective strategy. However, it is difficult
to apply this strategy to document-level macro (i.e., interparagraph) discourse parsing, the more challenging task, due
to the lack of explicit boundaries at the higher level. To alleviate this issue, we introduce a topic segmentation mechanism to detect implicit topic boundaries and then help the
document-level macro discourse parser to construct better
discourse trees hierarchically. In particular, our parser first
splits a document into several sections using the topic boundaries that the topic segmentation detects. Then it builds a
smaller and more accurate discourse sub-tree in each section and sequentially forms a whole tree for a document.
The experimental results on both Chinese MCDTB and English RST-DT show that our proposed method outperforms
the state-of-the-art baselines significantly.
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Figure 1: An example of the macro discourse tree. The six
leaves (P1-P6) are paragraphs, which are called paragraphlevel elementary discourse units (PDUs) in this paper. The
directed edge indicates that the node is a nucleus, and the
undirected edge indicates that the node is a satellite in nuclearity. The internal node has the relation label that is the
relationship between two discourse units.
paragraphs or chapters (Van Dijk 1976), which focuses on
understanding the full text from the higher-level perspective.
Figure 1 is an example of the macro discourse tree. Macro
discourse parsing plays an important role in document-level
discourse parsing. It reveals the topic and the overall structure of an document from a higher level and is conducive
to clarify its organization. Kobayashi et al. (2020) pointed
out that the accurate macro discourse parsing is important to
obtain a good discourse dependency tree for improving the
performance of the downstream NLP tasks.
However, compared with micro-level success (Lin et al.
2019; Liu et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2020), the macro discourse parsing (Sporleder and Lascarides 2004; Jiang et al.
2018a) faces more challenges because of the larger size and
number of discourse units and fewer connectives between
them. For example, the average token length of leaf nodes
in Chinese MCDTB and English RST-DT is 22 and 8 at the
micro level, respectively, while at the macro level, these figures increase to 100 and 52. Even one of the state-of-the-art
models (Wang, Li, and Wang 2017) still suffers from significant performance degradation at macro level ( micro-level
vs. macro-level: 85.11% vs. 37.40% 1 ). This result shows
that it is essential to improve macro discourse parsing to

Introduction
In a coherent document, discourse units (e.g., clauses, sentences, or paragraphs) are tightly connected semantically.
Discourse parsing seeks to identify the nuclearity and relationship between discourse units and discover the inner
structure of a whole document the units form. It has been
shown to be beneficial to many NLP applications, such as
question answering (Sadek and Meziane 2016), summarization (Cohan and Goharian 2018) and reading comprehension
(Mihaylov and Frank 2019).
As one of the most influential theories in discourse parsing, Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson 1987) represents a document as a hierarchical structure
known as a Discourse Tree (DT). In the literature, various
RST-style corpora have been built, such as RST Discourse
Treebank (RST-DT) (Carlson, Marcu, and Okurowski 2003)
and Macro Chinese Discourse TreeBank (MCDTB) (Jiang
et al. 2018b). Commonly, RST-style (document-level) discourse parsing can be divided into micro and macro level.
The former studies the intra- or inter-sentence relationship,
while the latter studies the discourse relationship among
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of our knowledge, MCDTB (Jiang et al. 2018b) is the only
available macro Chinese discourse corpus. The bottom-up
algorithm (Chu et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2018a) was the earliest applied to construct macro discourse structure trees. Recently, Zhou et al. (2019) built discourse trees with multiview and word-pair similarity via the shift-reduce algorithm.
None of the above work constructed the macro discourse
structure tree hierarchically.

build a better complete discourse parser. In this paper, we
mainly focus on Chinese macro discourse parsing which is
a more challenging task because it has fewer connectives
(Chinese MCDTB vs. English RST-DT: 2.99% vs. 13.51%)
and longer discourse units.
Constructing discourse structure trees hierarchically (Joty
et al. 2013; Feng and Hirst 2014; Kobayashi et al. 2019,
2020) has been proved to be an effective strategy that
can better deal with more complex discourse structures. It
divides discourse parsing into different granularity levels
through explicit boundaries (e.g., sentence boundaries, and
paragraph boundaries), and then builds discourse sub-trees
within each level to recursively form a complete discourse
structure tree. However, it is difficult to apply this method
to macro discourse parsing due to the lack of explicit interparagraph boundaries at this higher level.
To alleviate this issue, we propose a hierarchical Macro
Discourse Parser based on Topic Segmentation (MDParserTS). Unlike existing methods using those explicit sentence
or paragraph boundaries that exist in texts, we use the
topic boundary, an implicit inter-paragraph boundary that
our topic segmentation model detects, to constrain the construction of document-level macro discourse structure trees.
In particular, MDParser-TS first detects the topic boundaries
in a document and splits the document into several sections
by the topic boundaries. Then it builds a smaller and more
accurate discourse sub-tree in each section where the discourse units have the same topic, and sequentially forms
a whole tree for a document. Experiments conducted on
both Chinese MCDTB and English RST-DT show that our
MDParser-TS using the topic segmentation outperforms the
state-of-the-art baselines significantly.

Topic Segmentation
Topic Segmentation (TS) aims to unveil the inherent content structure in a multi-paragraph document and identify
the potential sections (i.e., sequential paragraphs with coherent topics) of the document (Zhang et al. 2019). Both
supervised and unsupervised methods have been proposed
for this task. One kind of unsupervised method is based
on lexical cohesion (Hearst 1997; Galley et al. 2003), and
the other is based on topic models such as LDA (Riedl and
Biemann 2012). Supervised methods mainly use neural network models such as semantic matching networks (Alemi
and Ginsparg 2015; Wang et al. 2017), pointer networks (Li,
Sun, and Joty 2018), transformer networks (Glavaš and Somasundaran 2020) and S-LSTM (Barrow et al. 2020).

Hierarchical Discourse Parsing Based on
Topic Segmentation
As pointed out in the introduction, one crucial issue in macro
discourse parsing is that it is difficult to build a macro discourse tree hierarchically due to the lack of explicit interparagraph boundaries. To alleviate this issue, we integrate
topic segmentation into macro discourse parsing and obtain
topic boundaries as implicit boundaries through topic segmentation. Then the parser can build macro structure trees
hierarchically using these implicit boundaries.
Thus, we propose a hierarchical Macro Discourse Parser
based on Topic Segmentation (MDParser-TS), and its highlevel illustration is shown in Figure 2. Our MDParser-TS
mainly includes three stages: (1) topic segmentation for a
document; (2) discourse parsing within sections; (3) discourse parsing between sections. In the stage of topic segmentation (stage 1), MDParser-TS first segment a document
into several sections according to the topic consistency. In
the stage of discourse parsing (stage 2 and 3), MDParser-TS
first constructs the structure naked tree inside and between
sections and then recognizes the nuclearity and relationship
of the node in the tree individually.

Related Work
Discourse Parsing
English RST-DT (Carlson, Marcu, and Okurowski 2003) is
one of the popular discourse corpora (Subba and Di Eugenio
2009; Zeldes 2017) that annotates the discourse structure,
nuclearity, and relationship for the whole document. Hernault et al. (2010) proposed HILDA that first built a complete discourse structure tree without any boundaries. Recently, constructing micro discourse structure trees using explicit boundaries has been proved to be an effective strategy.
Feng and Hirst (2014) and Joty, Carenini, and Ng (2015)
used sentence boundaries to model the parser at intra- and
inter-sentence separately to build a better discourse tree hierarchically. Kobayashi et al. (2019, 2020) further utilize paragraph boundaries to building discourse trees and proved that
the finer the division, the better the performance.
Recently, Liu et al. (2019) and Lin et al. (2019) introduced
pointer networks to micro (intra-sentence) discourse parser
that got close to human performance. However, only a few
work focused on macro discourse parsing. After pruning and
revising the original discourse trees in RST-DT, Sporleder
and Lascarides (2004) built macro discourse trees on the
bottom-up algorithm.
In Chinese, a few discourse corpora (Li et al. 2014; Zhou
and Xue 2015) were annotated at micro level. To the best

Motivation
Previous studies (Feng and Hirst 2014; Joty, Carenini, and
Ng 2015; Kobayashi et al. 2019, 2020) have shown that it is
an effective strategy to build discourse structure trees hierarchically. They use explicit boundaries (e.g., sentence and
paragraph boundaries) that exist in the text to divide the
process of discourse parsing into different levels: building
discourse trees in a sentence, between sentences, and between paragraphs separately. Only smaller discourse subtrees need to be built at each level, thereby reducing the difficulty of constructing a more complex discourse structure
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Figure 2: The framework of macro discourse parser based on topic segmentation (MDParser-TS), using an example of parsing
a document that contains eight PDUs (1-8).
tree directly. However, there are no explicit inter-paragraph
boundaries that can be utilized at the macro level, while the
sentence and paragraph boundaries exist in texts that can be
used at the micro level.
Therefore, we seek for such inter-paragraph boundaries,
which conduce to perform macro discourse parsing better.
According to the macrostructure theory (Van Dijk 1976), a
document has a macro-structure at a higher level (above the
paragraphs), which reflects the overall thought and thread
of the document. When a sequence of discourse units support and surround a central topic, they form a macro structure. Besides, Stede (2011) points out that in addition to the
genre-based structure in the text, there is a topic-based structure that is also helpful for discourse parsing. It reveals that
long stretches of running text can sensibly be broken into
smaller segments whose “hanging together” is motivated by
their dealing with a common topic.
Inspired by the above theory, we introduce a topic segmentation mechanism to detect implicit topic boundaries.
As shown in Figure 3, the document contains 11 paragraphs,
which can be split into four sections according to their topics, each of which is relatively cohesive and independent.
It is difficult to construct such a complex discourse structure tree directly due to longer elementary discourse units
(i.e., PDUs at the macro level) and more discourse units in
the tree. However, it is easier to build the discourse sub-tree
in each section and sequentially build the whole discourse
tree between sections, if the document is split into four sections (S1-S4) with the boundaries P DU1 , P DU4 , P DU7
and P DU11 according to the topics.

performance with labeled data to help the downstream task.
To obtain the labeled data required for training the supervised model in topic segmentation, we propose a data conversion method on discourse structure tree to obtain the annotated topic boundaries as follows: (1) a topic corresponds
to a sub-tree; (2) the number of PDUs in a sub-tree does not
exceed half of that in the whole discourse tree of a document.
These two simple rules ensure that the size of the generated
topic is moderate and can be coordinated with its original
discourse structure tree. To verify that this method satisfies
these two constraints, we manually checked the conversion
results on the training set of the MCDTB corpus and find out
that almost 96% of the sub-trees are consistent with topics,
because the topic information is also helpful to construct the
upper level of discourse trees.
Following the above conversion method, we convert the
annotated documents in the training set of discourse parsing
to those with topic boundaries and use them as the training
set of the topic segmentation task. As exemplified in Figure
3, the document comprising 11 PDUs will be converted to
four sections (S1-S4) that have specific topics separately and
all of the discourse sub-trees contain no more than 5 PDUs.

Model Specifics for Topic Segmentation
Following previous work (Li, Sun, and Joty 2018), we treat
topic segmentation as a sequence labeling task. Formally,
given an input paragraph sequence P = (p1 , p2 , ..., pN ) of
length N where pi is the ith paragraph in the document, our
ultimate goal is to split the input sequence into contiguous
segments by identifying the topic boundaries.
Considering the relationship between two adjacent paragraphs not only depends on themselves, but also derives
from other paragraphs around them, we propose a Triple
semantic Matching model based on BERT (TM-BERT), as
shown in Figure 4, as a local model of the sliding window
mechanism to predict whether a paragraph is a topic boundary. Different from the vanilla BERT on semantic matching
two adjacent paragraphs, TM-BERT using three consecutive
paragraphs as the input, not only matches the semantics of

Preparing Data for Topic Segmentation
Therefore, we use topic segmentation to detect such topic
boundaries: there are one or more continuous discourse units
within each topic section, and a discourse sub-tree corresponds to a topic. Due to the poor performance of unsupervised methods (Galley et al. 2003; Riedl and Biemann
2012), we introduce a supervised model to segment a document into sections by their topics, thereby achieving better
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Figure 4: The model architecture of TM-BERT.

Model Specifics for Discourse Parsing
We use the popular transition-based method (shift-reduce algorithm) to build a discourse structure tree. The parsing process is modeled as a sequence of shift and reduce actions,
as shown in Figure 5. We also use TM-BERT of topic segmentation as a local model in both discourse parsing within
and between sections because it naturally fits with the shiftreduce algorithm that relies on three DUs (S1, S2, and Q1),
as same as the input of topic segmentation.
Specifically, at each step, the parser generates or does not
generate a new span, according to the prediction obtained
from the structure classifier TM-BERTs (P Ds is the span
probability distribution), which uses three DUs S1, S2, and
Q1 as the input. The parser then applies a nuclearity classifier TM-BERTn and a relation classifier TM-BERTr to predict nuclearity labels (P Dn is the nuclear probability distribution) and relation labels (P Dr is relation probability distribution) for the new span separately as follows:

consecutive paragraph pair but also matches that of acrossparagraph pair.
In the encoding layer, we first encode the two adjacent
paragraphs by BERT (Devlin et al. 2018). The input of
BERT BI consists of three parts: T oken, Segment and
P osition of two matching paragraphs. The T oken is the
vector of all of the index of the words in two adjacent paragraphs; the Segment is the vector of the index of the paragraph that the word belongs to; the P osition is the vector
of the word order in the sequence that consists of two adjacent paragraphs. BM is the embedding of [CLS] position in
the output of BERT. Moreover, we propose a triple semantic
matching mechanism that employs the pairs of α(pi−1 , pi )
and β(pi , pi+1 ) for semantic matching but also matches the
across-paragraph pair γ(pi−1 , pi+1 ), as shown in Equation
1. Besides, it is worthwhile that we do not add any handcrafted features into the model to ensure its universality.

P Dt = T M -BERTt (BIα , BIβ , BIγ ), t ∈ s, n, r

(3)

where TM-BERTt uses the same parameters and optimizer
as TM-BERT in topic segmentation.
To prevent impossible collocations between nuclearity
and relations (e.g., it is impossible to match NucleusNucleus with Elaboration in reality) and save GPU computing resources, we use a nuclearity-relation co-occurrence
matrix instead of joint learning to optimize the prediction
of TM-BERTn and TM-BERTr . We first multiply P Dn
with P Dr to obtain the nuclearity-relation probability matrix (P Mnr ) as follows:

(1)

In the decoding layer, we concentrate the triple semantic match output (BMα , BMβ , BMγ ) and feed them to a
Softmax layer, as shown in Equation 2. During training, we
use the Adam optimizer to optimize the network parameters
by maximizing the log-likelihood loss function between the
predicted label and the true label.2
y = Sof tmax(con(BMα , BMβ , BMγ ))

BIβ

pi-1

Figure 3: An example of topic segmentation (chtb 0234 in
MCDTB). This document can be split into four sections (S1S4) according to four topics as follows. S1 (P DU1 ): the
Congress adopted the Arbitration Law and the Audit Law;
S2 (P DU2 -P DU4 ): the purpose and content of Arbitration
Law; S3 (P DU5 -P DU7 ): the purpose and content of the
Audit Law; S4 (P DU8 -P DU11 ): other contents adopted by
the Congress.

BMk = BERT (BIk ), k ∈ {α, β, γ}

BIγ

(2)

P Mnr = P Dr × P DnT

In particular, for the topic segmentation, if there is a title, we could consider it as the overall topic in a document.
Therefore, we propose the TM-BERT (Topic) model, a variant of TM-BERT, which replaces pi+1 with document title.

(4)

We use the nuclearity-relation co-occurrence matrix
0
(CMnr ) (each element is 0/1) to constrain P Mnr to P Mnr
with mask operations to set the probability of impossible labels as zero, as shown in Equation 5. This matrix is based
on the co-occurrence of nuclearity and relation in the training set. In a discourse tree, each DU (non-leaf node) has
two labels, nuclearity and relation. We enumerate all the

2
We use Keras library to implement our model and use
keras bert package (https://github.com/CyberZHG/keras-bert) to
load BERT parameters. The key hyper parameters are following:
batch-size=2, epoch=5, max-length=512, and learning-rate=1e-5.
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26.28
27.67
28.75
28.44
35.39

Table 1: The performance comparison between our
MDParser-TS and the benchmark systems. We used the ttest with a 95% confidence interval for the significance test
and all improvements of MDParser-TS over BERT are significant ( p < 0.001). We did three-time experiments and
reported the averaged performance.

co-occurrence of nuclearity and relation for each DU in the
training set to construct the matrix CM, which is a 0/1 matrix. CM [n][r]=1 if the nuclearity n and relation r co-occurs
in the training set; CM [n][r]=0 if the nuclearity n and Relation r do not co-occur in the training set. For example, if
a DU has the relation label Elaboration and the nuclearity
label Nucleus-Satellite (NS), CM [N S][Elaboration] is set
to 1. Then we select the highest probability of Nuclearity
0
(Pn ) and Relation (Pr ) from P Mnr .
0

Nuclearity
48.38
47.76
46.21
48.38
55.80

CMnr

Figure 5: The process of our macro discourse parser, where
TM-BERTs , TM-BERTn , and TM-BERTr are the TMBERT models for discourse tree construction, nuclearity
recognition, and relation classification, respectively.

P Mnr = P Mnr · CMnr

Span
39.88
52.55
54.71
56.11
56.25
57.19
66.31

LD-CM (Jiang et al. 2018a): we modified the first structure prediction model LD-CM to build macro discourse trees
using a bottom-up algorithm; 3) MVM (Zhou et al. 2019):
it is the state-of-the-art model for constructing macro discourse trees via the shift-reduce algorithm. Since the above
two systems did not recognize the nuclearity and classify
the relation of a span, we did that through STGSN (Jiang,
Li, and Zhu 2019); 4) LS19 (Lin et al. 2019): we also introduce this state-of-the-art micro (intra-sentence) English
discourse parser to MCDTB by the top-down algorithm; 5)
BERT: due to the overwhelming impact of BERT in many
NLP applications, BERT is selected as the local model for
building a discourse tree with the shift-reduce algorithm.
Table 1 shows the performance comparison between
our MDParser-TS and all the baselines. Although LD-CM,
MVM and LS19 apply various models to macro discourse
parsing, these three models achieved similar performance
and their improvements are slight, in comparison with Ruleleft. LS19 achieved human performance in micro (intrasentence) discourse parsing; however, it does not work well
at the macro level. This result demonstrates that the macro
discourse parsing is still a challenge due to longer elementary discourse units and fewer connectives than those at the
micro level. Moreover, BERT’s performance is better than
the other baselines due to the use of the pre-trained model.
In comparison with the best baseline BERT, our
MDParser-TS improves the micro-F1 score by 9.12, 7.42,
and 6.95 on the discourse tree construction (Span), nuclearity recognition (Nuclearity), and relation classification (Relation), respectively. This result verified the effectiveness of
our MDParser-TS on macro discourse parsing. Besides, it is
worthwhile to emphasize that our topic segmentation mech-

(5)

Experimentation
Data and Metrics
In discourse parsing, our experiments are evaluated on the
Macro Chinese Discourse Treebank (MCDTB) (Jiang et al.
2018b) that contains 720 news annotated document-level
macro discourse trees. Following previous work (Zhou et al.
2019), we transform the non-binary tree of the original data
into the right-binary tree. There are 80% data for the training
set and 20% data for the test set. In particular, to balance the
training set and the test set, we divide the documents containing different numbers of paragraphs into the training set
(576 documents) and the test set (144 documents) according to the proportion. Finally, there are 3194 paragraphs in
the training set and 791 paragraphs in the test set, and we
randomly select 10% of the training set as the validation set.
We use the fairer method (Morey, Muller, and Asher
2017) to evaluate the experimental results. Following previous work, we report the micro-averaged F1 score for predicting span attachments in discourse tree construction (Span),
span attachments with nuclearity (Nuclearity), and span attachments with relation labels (Relation). Specifically, we
evaluate the nuclearity with three classes (Nucleus-Satellite,
Satellite-Nucleus, and Nucleus-Nucleus), and we use 15
finer-grained types for evaluation in relation classification.

Model
Rule-right
Rule-left
LS19
BERT
MDParser-TS

Experimental Results
We compare our MDParser-TS with the following benchmarks: 1) Rule-left and Rule-right: we use rules to produce a left- or right-branching tree by always merging the
leftmost or rightmost two discourse units, respectively; 2)

w/o TS
39.88
52.55
56.25
57.19
63.06

w/ auto TS
53.79 (+13.91)
61.67 (+9.12)
62.13 (+5.88)
64.61 (+7.42)
66.31 (+3.25)

w/ golden TS
71.56 (+31.68)
77.59 (+25.04)
78.52 (+22.27)
81.14 (+23.95)
83.77 (+20.71)

Table 2: The ablation experiments of MDParser-TS and several representative baselines on the Span task.
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(a) MDParser-TS

(b) BERT

(c) LS19

(d) Rule-left

Figure 6: Micro-F1 scores (Y-axis) on different PDU numbers (X-axis). The red solid line, the blue chain-dotted line and the
green dashed line indicate the model w/o TS, w/ auto TS and w/ golden TS, separately.
anism can split a document into several sections by their topics and then reduce the complexity of structure tree construction (Span). Hence, MDParser-TS achieves the highest improvement in discourse tree construction (Span). Since the
nuclearity recognition (Nuclearity) and relation classification (Relation) are the downstream tasks of the discourse
tree construction (Span), their improvements mainly derive
from the success of discourse tree construction.

82.17%
76.57%
74.13%
74.13%
79.37%

top
two layers

middle layers

38.57%
28.57%
21.43%
21.43%
21.43%
62.06%
52.76%
52.51%
51.51%
46.98%

bottom
two layers

Analysis
Impact of Topic Segmentation

MDParser-TS

To explore the impact of topic segmentation on discourse
parsing, we conducted ablation experiments to compare the
performance of MDParser-TS and the baselines without using topic segmentation (w/o TS), with automatic topic segmentation (w/ auto TS), and with golden topic segmentation
(w/ golden TS), as shown in Table 2. It can be observed that
automatic topic segmentation brings an absolute improvement of 3.25-13.91 in all various models on the task Span.
Employing the automatic topic segmentation, even the simple model Rule-left can achieve 61.67% in micro-F1 , which
is better than other baselines without topic segmentation in
Table 1. These results ensure that our topic segmentation
mechanism has strong applicability and generality. In addition, we get the upper bound of the performance through the
golden topic segmentation (using annotated discourse trees
to create topic boundaries), as shown in Table 2. It shows
that the golden topic segmentation greatly improves all models (20.71-31.68 in micro-F1 ), which proves that integrating topic segmentation into discourse parsing is an effective
mechanism to improve its performance.

BERT

LS19

MVM

LD-CM

Figure 7: The performance of Span on different layers of
discourse trees.

set are split into at most six sections, and each section contains no more than seven PDUs, which can reduce the cascading errors in the construction of those complex discourse
trees (i.e., long documents).

Performance on Different Layers of DT
Figure 7 shows the performance of MDParser-TS and other
baselines on different layers of discourse trees, and we can
find that MDParser-TS outperforms all baselines with the
significant improvements on micro-F1 score from 2.80 to
8.04 on the top two layers, 10.00-17.14 on the middle layers, and 9.30-15.08 on the bottom two layers, respectively.
It shows the performance improvement mainly comes from
the bottom two layers and the middle layers.
Compared with constructing macro discourse trees directly, MDParser-TS can construct trees in each section
more accurately when the topic segmentation splits the document into different topics (sections). It brings a great improvement on the bottom two layers. Moreover, the implicit
topic boundaries can help our MDParser-TS build better
middle-level spans by implying the sketch of discourse trees.
In addition, we observed that all models have the best performance on the top two layers, while they have the worst
performance on the middle layers. The low performance
on the middle layers is due to the complex discourse trees.
Those discourse trees with middle layers are more complex
than the others because they have more layers. Besides, com-

Performance on Different Lengths of Documents
We further analyze the performance of our MDParser-TS in
terms of the number of PDUs. Figure 6 shows the micro-F1
score on Span of MDParser-TS with or without topic segmentation as well as several representative baselines. We can
find that various models, including MDParser-TS, have improvements in different lengths with topic segmentation.
Moreover, in those longer documents, topic segmentation
can greatly improve the three baselines with lower performance. One reason is that the topic segmentation can constrain the size of the sub-tree that needs to be built in each
section. According to the statistics, all documents in the test
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Model
TM-BERT (Topic)
TM-BERT
BERT
Pointer Networks
LSTM-CRF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
BERT
LS19

Pk (%) ↓
21.8
27.2
38.8
27.0
24.9

WD (%) ↓
43.8
47.2
48.0
46.1
40.6

S(%) ↑
76.2
75.7
71.3
71.0
75.1

B(%) ↑
61.8
58.5
44.7
53.7
54.0

Table 3: Segmentation results on MCDTB. Different from
Segmentation Simlarity (S) and Boundary Similarity (B), Pk
and WindowDiff (WD) are penalty measures.
Models
Rule-left
Rule-right
SL04
WL17
MDParser-TS
MDParser-TS (golden)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Golden
MDParser-TS

Figure 8: The discourse tree of chtb 0792 parsed by various
models. The dashed line indicates the predicted topic boundaries.

Nuclearity
28.83
32.99
47.53

Relation
18.70
22.60
28.57

Table 4: The performance comparison on the RST-DT at the
macro level.

pared with the bottom two layers and the top two layers, the
relationships between discourse units on the middle layers
are more ambiguous.

Compared with MDParser-TS (golden) using annotated
topic boundaries, whose figures are 83.76 and 83.78, respectively, the performance decline of MDParser-TS within the
topic is significant (56.41 vs. 83.76) due to the inaccurate
topic boundaries.

Case Study
Figure 8 gives an example of chtb 0792 parsed by
MDParser-TS and two baselines LS19 and BERT. It shows
that LS19 and BERT without topic segmentation are inaccurate when building such a complex discourse tree because
they do not consider the overall document structure. Compared with them, the discourse tree built by our MDParserTS is more similar to the golden tree. With the help of the
topic boundaries, MDParser-TS can build the better sub-tree
in each section and then obtain the more accurate discourse
trees on the bottom layers. Moreover, using those sub-trees
in all sections, MDParser-TS builds the whole discourse tree
between sections easily due to fewer discourse units.

Performance on English RST-DT
To verify the generalization of the proposed model, we also
evaluate our models on the English RST-DT, and the preliminary experimental results are shown in Table 44 where
SL04 (Sporleder and Lascarides 2004) is the first model
attempted to build discourse trees at the macro level on
RST-DT and WL17 (Wang, Li, and Wang 2017) is one of
the state-of-the-art models on RST-DT. In comparison with
WL17, our MDParser-TS improves the micro-F1 score by
3.12%, 4.16%, 3.90% on Span, Nuclearity and Relation separately, which proves the effectiveness of our model on English macro discourse parsing. Moreover, similar to the performance of MDParser-TS (golden) on MCDTB, there is a
significant improvement of MDParser-TS (golden) on RSTDT. It shows that the topic segmentation is also beneficial to
English macro discourse parsing.

Error Analysis
The errors of MDParser-TS come from two aspects: the upstream errors in the topic segmentation stage and the errors
in the discourse parsing stage. In Table 3, we report the
performance of our topic segmentation model TM-BERT
with three baselines including LSTM-CRF (Lample et al.
2016), Pointer Networks (Lin et al. 2019; Li, Sun, and Joty
2018) and BERT. We use the following commonly used metrics3 in topic segmentation to evaluate models: Pk (Beeferman, Berger, and Lafferty 1999), WindowDiff (Pevzner and
Hearst 2002), Segmentation Similarity (Fournier and Inkpen
2012) and Boundary Similarity (Fournier 2013). It can be
observed that although our model beats other baselines on
most indicators, its performance is still low. Therefore, there
is still much room for improvement in topic segmentation,
which motivates us to do further study on topic segmentation for promoting discourse parsing in future work.
Besides, the errors are also cascaded into discourse parsing. Our MDParser-TS achieves 56.41 and 78.04 in microF1 score within topics and between topics, respectively.
3

Span
28.57
31.17
34.29
37.40
40.52
63.38

Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a topic segmentation mechanism
to detect topic boundaries and then help the discourse parser
to better construct discourse structure trees hierarchically.
Experimental results on both Chinese MCDTB and English
RST-DT show that our MDParsesr-TS outperforms all baselines significantly. Our future work will focus on how to optimize the topic segmentation model and then promote discourse parsing.
4

To evaluate discourse parsing at the macro level, we prune and
revise the original discourse trees in RST-DT to macro level, following Sporleder and Lascarides (2004). The performance is much
lower than that of MCDTB because the average number of paragraphs in RST-DT is larger than that in MCDTB (9.99 vs. 5.53).

https://github.com/cfournie/segmentation.evaluation
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